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Motivations and Background

• Interest in improving computer efficiency (hardware focus)
• Studying microarchitecture is a basis for hardware
• PSE: an instruction-level visualization tool
  • Assembly language: a low-level language
  • Helps find the causes of inefficiency
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MIPS Microarchitecture
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Purpose

• PSE helps with identifying inefficiencies
  • Can lead to improved instruction code
  • Can aid in microarchitecture design and features

• Faster computers and other hardware
  • Supercomputers (i.e., distributed processing)
  • Servers (i.e., network traffic)
  • Game consoles

Implementation

• Creating conceptual programs in C++
  • Computing a representativeness score of character coverage within a string
• Adding a static coverage feature to PSE
  • Number of static instructions visible divided by the amount in the segment
Measuring Representativeness

Using Integers

- **Static Coverage:** Unique instruction percentage
- **Dynamic Coverage:** Percentage using a frequency table

Using Suffix Trees

- **Path Representativeness:** Depicting jumps and branching
- **Event Representativeness:** Markers for an added trait to track streaming

Do these instructions cover some significant part of execution?
Conclusions

- Organizing instruction information saves time from manual searching
  - Representativeness gives coverage over various aspects in execution
- Developments can be further applied into:
  - Microarchitecture design research
  - Hardware performance evaluation
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